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b) from 0:1 to 3% by weight of a release agent,

and, optionally,

c) from 0 to 50% by weight of a drier,

d) from 0 to 30% by weight of a plasticizer,

e) from 0 to 100% by weight of additives or auxiliaries,

f) from 0 to 100% by weight of an active pharmaceutical ingredient,

g) from 0 to 20% by weight of another polymer or copolymer,

wherein the amounts given for components b) to g) are based on the (meth)acrylate

the mixture prior to melting has a content ofmore than 0.5% by weight of low-boiling

constituents with vapour pressure of at least 1 .9 bar at l20
aC t

B) Devolatilizing the mixture in the thermoplastic state at a temperature of at least

120°C> thereby lowering to not more than 0.5% by weight the content of the low-boiling

constituents with vapour pressure of at least 1.9 bar at 120
g
C,

C) Injecting the molten and devolatili2ed mixture into the mould cavity of an

injection mould, the temperature of the mould cavity being below the glass transition

temperature of the (meth)acrylate copolymer by at least 10
o
C, cooling the molten mixture,

and removing the resultant moulding from the mould.

2. (Amended) The process according to Claim 1, wherein the devolatilizing step B)

is carried out by extrusion drying by an extruder with a devolatilizing section, or by an

injection moulding plant with a vent in the injection moulding cylinder upstream of the

injection mould.

3, (Amended) The process according to Claim 1, wherein the (meth)acrylate

copolymer comprises, as (meth)acrylate monomer having an anionic group in the allcyl

r copolymer a), and wherein
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radical, from 1 to 50% by weight ofmethacxylic acid.

4, (Amended) The process according to Claim 1, wherein the mixture comprises

from 0.5 to 25% by weight of plasticizer.

5, (Amended) An injection moulding produced by a process according to Claim 1.

6, (Amended) The moulding according to Claim 5, wherein the impact strength to

ISO 179 is at least 5 kJ/m
2

.

7, (Amended) The moulding according to Claim 5, wherein the moulding comprises

a capsule, part of a capsule, or part of a dosage unit.

8, (Amended) The moulding according to Claim 5, wherein the moulding comprises

an active pharmaceutical ingredient.

Please add the following new claims:

10. (New) A method of filling the moulding according to Claim 5 comprising:

inserting an active pharmaceutical ingredient thereon.

1 1 . (New) The process according to Claim 1 , wherein the release agent is from 0.2 to

L.%-bv weii

URMAMCS

The claims have been amended to place them in more readable form and to add the

term "comprising" and "optionally", where appropriate. Claim 10 is a rewrite of cancelled

Claim 9 in which a positive method step is set forth. Claim 1 1 is added to a preferred

embodiment. Basis for this limitation may be found on page 6, lines 6 and 7 of the

specification. No new matter has been added into the amended claims or new claims.
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